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Cast undertakes huge "Peer Gynt"
by Katie Dekker
With 27 actors playing
92 roles in Dordt's fall production
of "Peer Gy n t ."
"vast."
"ambitious."
and
"huge" were the fitting words
used by members of the cast
and crew to describe
the
play.
Director Simon du Toit
said that the play by Henrik
Ibsen is "absolutely
worth
doing. Its easily the most
ambitious play I've done here
at Dordt because of the sheer
sense of scale of the play.
After a while it gets so hard
to keep track. It's so big."
"It's fairy tale-ish in a
way." said Chris Ornee, an
actress in this production.
Peer is, a social outcast
because of his lies and crazy
antics. "The things he thinks
are important aren't important to anyone else: director
Simon du Toit explains. The
play documents
most of
Peer's life. starting when he
is a small boy and coming to
an end when Peer is an old
man.
Peer. played at different
times by Jason Alons, John
Contant.
Rebekah Sanford
and Mark Du Mez. goes from

Index

"youthful
dreamer
to old.
tired, bitter man who suddenly receives understanding
against
all odds." du Toit
said. "He goes on a journey
in which he tries to make his
inner self match up with his
outward [selO."
Contant calls Peer his
most challenging role. "Right
up to closing night, l'1l still be
figuring out who Peer is."
Peer starts out at a wedding-not
his wcddtng-i-and
ends up kidnapping
the
unhappy bride (Ornee) after
So!veig (Colleen Kuiper).
another woman he meets
there, rejects him. Peer soon
dumps the bride and meets
the Woman in Green. the
Troll King's daughter.
She
takes
him to the Troll
Kingdom. from where Peer
escapes and and eventually
goes back to living in the
mountains with Solvetg. The
Woman in Green interferes,
though, so Peer runs away
again.
He becomes a rich
businessman,
then a sort of
"televangelist" prophet. then
visits an asylum where he
himself goes insane.
"His
personality
is gradually
breaking
up."
du
Toit

explains. Peer then travels
around
America,
making
money. He finally comes
home 25 years later as a very
old man. and finds that all of
his things are being auctioned off and he no longer
has any money. At the very
end. when he has given up
all hope. Solvetg, the symbol
of truth and faith. arrives
and tells him that she was
faithful
to him all those
years. Peer finally confronts
God in that moment through
the "extreme kind of love"
Sclvetg shows him, said du
Toil. Solvetg's love redeems
Peer.
Instead of using Norway,
the orIginal setting of the
play. Du Toit decided to set
"Peer Gynt" in the cowboy
west of the 1950's to make
the play more "accessible. As
charming as Norwegian folk
may be. they don't really
speak
to us. We're not
Norwegian." Du Toit said that
the cowboy. part of Western
culture and "the great icon of
American rugged individualism: might open up the play
to the audience more than
the traditional setting would.

See play on page 9

Dirk ZWarl

Cast members get used to the challenges of the
staging

Dordt welcomes new choir director

by Marie Vander Stelt
He and his wife. Pat and
in Seattle.
His other goal is to help
The newest addition to their two children lived in
He came
to
Dordt
Dordt's
music
program
Dordt's music program
is Seattle. WA before moving to because he says "The music
become more well known. He
Ben Kornelis.
Kornelis
is Sioux Center. Pat teaches at program is well established.
says the quality of the proworking as the director of the Dordt as well: she works in but there's
room for it to gram deserves to be shown to
concert
choir
and
the
the English
KorneliS IS very
grow. too." an expand cd audience. This
chorale.
department.
Kornelis
would gtve Dordts musical
His
qualifications
Their
chilpleased with h is new
hopes
to students more opportunities.
include a Bachelor's
degree
dren
are
position and new
acid to the He looks forward
to the
in secondary.vocal
music
Jason.
6.
home.
program
upcoming
tours
of both
education
from
Calvin
and Mia, 3.
in several
choirs as a beginning step for
College. He received his masKornelis is very pleased
ways. He would like to see this goal.
ter's degree from Western
with his new position and his Dordt students
have other
Dordt looks forward to
Washington
University.
new home. He expressed his outlets for singing besides
the concerts
and musical
Kornelis
has taught
at a thanks for the quality of the the two choirs. He hopes to events on which he is worknumber of christian schools.
students and music faculty
find some way to involve
ing. Komelis invites students
He also worked in the music
he works with. The Kornelis those students
who can't
and faculty to drop by to say
program at Trinity College for family is finding small town participate
in choir but
hello or to ask questions.
a time.
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Enrollment reaches
highest point in 13 years
by Cathy Branderhorst
Oordt's enrollment this
fall has reached its highest
peak since 1981. I,156 students currently
studying
here. This is a 52 student
increase
from the fall of
1993.
Oordt has grown steadily
every year since it was founded in 1955. with a fewexceptions in the early to mideighties.
Thirty
two freshmen
trom last year did not return
to Dordt this year. "There are
always a few transfers:
said
Quentin
Van
Essen .. an
admissions counselor. "Some
decide Ihat college just isn't
for them right now. Others
are going to work or get married."

The majority of Oordt's
students
come from right
here in Iowa. 442 total. with
135 of them being freshmen.
Minnesota.
Washington.
Michigan. and California are
the next largest senders of
students.
This year alone. 167 students traveled
from eight
Canadian
provinces,
an
increase of 16 students from
last year.
Ten countries other than
the U.S. and Canada bring
students to Dordt, giving us a
total of 17 international stude n t s this semester.
As a
taste of the different cultures.
we have four students from
the former Soviet Union.
three from Mexico. and two
each from Nigeria and the

Netherlands.
Leading areas of undergraduate study include business administration. education. agriculture
and engineering. Recently. Oordt has
added a graduate program in
education
in which three
people are currently enrolled.
91 students
have not yet
decided their major.
Contrary to the popular
belief that there are three
women to every man on campus, the ratio between men
and women at Dordt is nearly
50:50. Men make up 48.4%
of the student
population.
while women make up 51.6%
of the campus, a mere 3.2 %,
approximately
37 students,
.
more

The
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3
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C-160. On
the same day Reverend John
Suk, editor-in-chief
of The
Banner
will
speak
on
'Rick Huffman from KELO "Reltgion in the Service of
and Judica Orogf from KTIV Racism" at 3:30 p.m .• 'llso in
visited Dr. James Schaap's
C-160.
Engllsh/Communlcations
301, Advanced Expository.
'The art gallery currently

Spanish gutSegovia. and
wlll Include
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Dordt Named
Best Value
by Sara VandenBosch

Oordt College was listed
as second in U.S. News and
World Report's annuallisling
of Best Value colleges. This
listing was detennining the
ratio of quality to price-the
higher the ratio of quality to
price. the better the value.
Only the top 20 percent of
regional liberal arts colleges
were even considered for the
list.
"

Pizza Ranch

11 :00 - 11 :30 daily
5:00 - 7:30 Tuesdays

We offer an outstanding
assortment of wedding rings,
engagement rings and bridal
sets in styles from classical to
avant gardc to fit any budget.
Each nng is beautifully
designed and crafted.

at 8:00pm.

29, 1994

(Buffet hours)

Now that you've found each
other, the next step is finding
the perfect ring.

with renowned
tarist Andres
this concert
many numbers
influence.

DIAMOND

Student
on-campus
Dordt junior Joel
Wiersma was injured in a
motorcycle-car accident on
Wednesday. September 28.
The accident. which also
involved a car driven by
Dordt business administrator
Bernard De Witt. occured in
the East Campus parking lot.
De Witt was not injured.
Wiersma sustained

Corne in today and select the
ring that is perfect for you.

Anyone wishing to have a
UkranJan
pen-pal
should
talk to professor Lorna Van
Gilst to get names
and
addresses.

'.:Pizza Ranch

.1/2 oft any

9 to 9 M - F
9-6 S
20 - 40% Off
Diamond engagement sets
Best selection in area

.medium
with a
of

in jured
accident

in

severe lacerations to his right
ann and mild contutions to
his head. He was initially
taken to Sioux Center hospital and was later transferred
to Sioux Falls via ambulance.
In Sioux Falls. Wiersma
underwent approximately
three hours of surgery on his
right arm.
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10% off one
purchase with
Oordt 10 and
coupon

WALMART

Pizza Ranch
$3.00 off Large
or
$2.00 off Medium
or
$1.00 off Small

Sioux Center, IA
exp

10112194
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by Tracy Allan
1. alNew York, New York.
Clinton lifted U.S. sanctions
on Haiti and urged the U.N. to
do the same. The U.S. action
will end a travel ban, permtt
food shipments. and free up
financial transactions.
But in his speech to the
U.N. General Assembly,
Clinton said the U.S. wouldn't
ease restIictions on Haiti's
military leaders or their supporters.
In Haiti crowds welcomed
U.S. military police as they set
up operations and the U.S.
announced a cash-forweapons program ..
b)New York, N_ York
Russia's Yeltsin proposed that
the five major nuclear powers
sign a new treaty to slash the
number of existing nuclear
weapons. In an address to the
U.N. General Assembly.
Yeltsin said the treaty could
be part of a post-Cold War
world security system under
the auspices of the U.N.
2. Israel and Jordan have
begun drafting a peace treaty,
and the date for stgru
tng the accord could be
announced as early as next
week. one Israeli official said.
"
But other offlcials said that

NEWS 3

International News

key disputes remain. Clinton
has invited Israel's Foreign
Minister Peres and Jordan
CroVJl1 Prince Hassan to the
White House next week for
talks.
3. Rwanda. Rwanda's president condemned the U.N.

refugee agency for saying
Rwandans were being systematically killed. accusing U.N.
offictals of a malicious campaign to stop Hutu refugees
from returning. The U.N.
agency announced it had
credible evidence of revenge
killings of Hutus by forces of

the Tutst-led government.
4. Saudi Arabia confirmed
that 110 people were detained
in connection with alleged
efforts to fuel dissent. An official statement said some government opponents would be
released after an investigation.

5. Sarajevo, BosniaHerzegovina. Underscoring
their contempt lor the United
Nations. Bosnian Serbs
entered a U.N. weapons compound and staged "tratntng
exercises" with anti-aircraft
guns stored there, ofllctals
said.
"Obviously the situation is
tense." LL Col. Tim Spicer. A
U.N. military spokesperson in
Sarajevo said of 01C BosnianSerb action.
Nato jets strafed and
bombed a Serb tank near
Sarajevo last Thursday in
retaliation for Serb attacks on
French peacekeepers.
6. Paris, France. The Belgian
Ferelgn Minister. Willy CInes.
Monday won the backing of all
16 NATOmembers to succeed
the late Manfred Woerner as
the alliance's Secretary
General after the last remaining challenger for the post
withdrew his candidacy.
7. Sweden The early morning hours of Sept. 28 saw a
ferry carrying WOO-plus passengers sink because of a
poorly scaled door in the lower
regions of the ship. It sank
into the Baltic Sea in around
fifteen minutes, leaving over
800 victims drowned.

Muzaar brings fresh outlook from Uganda
by Seth Bakker
Dordt should move the
campus to Uganda. Why? For
the fact that Uganda is not
Iowa. Therefore, Uganda is
better. An obvious claim. so
of course there are details to
support it. With some helpful
knowledge from Hillary
Muzaar, criteria have been
established which set
Uganda far above Sioux
Center. Iowa.
First of all. and most
importantly. the weather is
more comfortable in Uganda.
According to Muzaar, there
are two seasons: the "cold"
rainy season, and the hot dry

Secondly, the animals.
namely cows. are much
healthier in Uganda. If Dordt
moved, we would no longer
be eating fat off of Iowan cow
bones, but we would be
ravenously devouring cholesterol free meat. from
Uganda's unique breed of
cow. That's right
Midwesterners. cholesterol
free cows! Muzaar told me
some intriguing world news
in our interview: last year,
Uganda's president came to
Texas to show breeders the
amazing health cow. This
trivia may mean nothing to
you. but think of it ... if we
wait long enough, the cows

season. Iowahas two sea-

may be bred in Iowa!

sons as well. but I find
Uganda's weather more
attractive than the sweaty
season, or the frozen solid
season. When asked if he has
ever seen snow, Muzaar
replied:
"On television!"
Well. if anybody sees him
shivering. lend him a jacket.
or better yet. petition the

Actually. we know how long it
takes new things to reach
Iowa, so let's just move to
Uganda.
Another reason why
Dordt should go cross-conttnental is the fact that work
quality, as in assignments.
would go up. I learned from
Muzaar that the scholastic
'system in Uganda is much
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have to pump out quality
work without filling up pages
with rhetoric. The reason is
because competition for the
government paid university is
fierce. Those students who
fail to meet the government's
standards are left with two
choices: quit school. or pay
lots of money for school. If
students chose to pay lots of
money, then Dordl's tuition
rates would fit right in!
Anyways, the students
still work hard to make it
into the Ugandan work force.
Muzaar's family is doing well
in that force. His family's
occupations include:
economists, nurses, and
engineers! Muzaar is working
towards his electrical engtneering and computer science degrees while at Dordt.
One problem in moving
Dordt to Uganda may be the
view of time management,
especially in the area of boys
and girls. I asked Muzaar if
he had a girlfriend back
home. and he replied. with a
laugh:
"No. For we have lots of

,
\

Neil Graves

Muzaar sees differences between the cultures.
studying to do. and if you
have a girlfriend. work
becomes second priority."
Well, that's a shock!
People would no longer come
to Dordt to get married. but
to work. Maybe they would
get their money's worth then.
Still. I am unsure if Dordt
could make that adjustment.
However, before you get
down. another reason why
Dordt should move is the
aspect of entertainment.
If
we got sick of the pleasure of

competition in school, and of
eating cholesterol free cows,
we could enjoy the beautiful
weather outside while on a
safari! Instead of driving two
light-years to find some fun.
we could hunt lions in the
soccer field! Okay, it is a farfetched idea. but at least it
would be warm.
This idea of a move is
hopeless now. but with time.
and some forty below temperatures. hope may grow into
reality! 19977
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I need to hold your hand

I went through
our
editorial topics today before
one almost literally fell into
my lap. I guess I had been
patting
the Free Press
columnist Tai Cardia on the
head a lot, because
he
turned to me out of the blue
and asked. "Shelley, are you
a t ou c h m g person?"
I
thought about it for a few
seconds. "No. not really." I
have
never
considered
myself very affectionate. I'm
not a huggie-touchy-feely
kind of person. Until I really
need the support that comes
from touch. I really surprised a friend of mine when

I asked him for a hug after a
hard Diamond night. He
said it really endeared me to
him. Touch builds relationships.
He went on. "Does it
bother you when people
touch you?" "Not if I know
them." I answered.
That's
one of the basic things
about touch: there has to be
a trust in between the peopie. touching. This summer
there was a guy counselor
from Estonia whom none of
the girls could stand. We
called him a "space invader,"
He did not recognize that we
were uncomfortable
with
him touching us. Even hugs
were not welcomed. We and
he
did
not build
the trust
necessary for
the
to u c h.
We did
not have

the understanding and relationship that is so essential
for touch.
He pressed
further:
"Does it mean anything to
you, or nothing?" This time I
had a fast, definite reply: "It
means a lot." Just a touch
on the arm or a hug can do
so much for someone who
needs to feel loved. Touch is
healing, life affirming. loving, caring. sometimes confusing. but always affective
and effective.
Of
course,
some
touching is not healing or
loving. Children who have
suffered abuse at the touch
of a trusted adult often have
problems in being touched
by those
who
mean no
harm. It

the ability to touch and to
be touched.
And touching should
not be limited to romantic
couples. Hugging, kissing
and caressing are all important, but there is too much
more to the concept of touch
to restrict it in this way. It
would be a shame if the only
people to be touched were
the ones with significant
others.
We need not to be
afraid to touch and be
touched, We need to reach
out to others who could use
a little extra support. We
need to be aware that touch
presupposes
relationship
and trust, and we should
not violate someone else's
personal
space with an
unwanted touch. We need to
remember
that
Christ

takes
a
lot
of
time and
trust
to

healed sick souls and bodies
(not to dichotomize),
and
recognize the healing value
of touch. We need to touch.

That's one of the
b
h
b
asic t ings a out
touch: there has to be
a trust in between the
people touching.
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Chapel:
Too many
expectations?
by Shawn Abbas
Chapel is, , ,? That is
the question
I started
out
with for this column, I got as
many different answers as
the number of students that I
asked
the
question,
Generally, their answers fall
into three categories.
First, there are those
students who see Chapel in a
very positive
light.
One
senior said that one of the
"strengths
of Chapel is the
opportunity it provides to all
members of the Dordt community to gather together as
one body." Student Forum
president, Kari Meyer made
reference to that idea in this
year's first Chapel.
Meyer
stressed the importance of
"being there for one another."
I must agree that Chapel provides a good opportunity for
us as students,
staff. and
faculty to do just that: Be
There for each other. We can
be encouraged or comforted
by our friends and be spiritually uplifted by seeing other
members of the Dord t community sharing in the Chapel
experience.
Meyer. in response to
my question, said that she
thinks that the Chapels are
of "higher quality" this year.
She is glad that more students are attending Chapel
this year.
While many students
have a very positive view of
Chapel; there are others,
myself included, that appre-

ciate Chapel but think there
are
ways
it
could
be
improved.
One student said, "a
major reason for Chapel is so
that the Dordt community
can come together to worship
the Lord. But during the past
three years ...
Chapel times
have been used for
everything from book dedicattons to mini worship services. We need some gutdelines ."
I think that Chapel
should be a time of worship
and of being built up in our
faith as a community.
The
Chapel speakers should come
with a message
that they
believe we. the Dordt community, need to hear. If they do
that, then our Christian lives
will be enriched and Chapel
will-have served its purpose.
Some students, who
fall into my third category,
seem to think that Chapel
serves no good purpose. One
student. who 1 know to be a
strong, dedicated Christian
gave me this response: "I will
continue to show my opposition to Chapel by not attending." Other students don't go
to Chapel because they are
too busy or "have better
things to do."
I leave you with these
challenges: to bring a friend
to Chapel and if you don't
attend Chapel to write down
why and send it to DC 545
and I'll respond on my next
column.

Overheard ...
compiled by staff

You can get
Visitor to a
cancer from
Southview
anything now
apartment.
a days. So we
should just
"Ask John
smoke, get
Fikkert about
breast
the sprained
implants and
ankle scam."
play with
-- Anonymous
asbestos
-- Chris
"Well, how
Tuninga comare t~ings
menting on the
going over at
perils of life.
Pine Rest?"
-- A student
asking the
"Wave
--matching
cleaning lady of
holes. "
Southview.
:- Heather Van
Dorp talking
"Your dad
about her
looks really
armpit hole In
hot in this
her shirt.
picture!"
-- Mark Vande
"Guys, I just
Zande while
got hit on the
looking at some
head."
vacation pic-- Brad Klok's
• A hearty thank you to.
excuse for
• all students who have.
recent dizi• submitted quotes to •
• the Overheard col- ••
ness.
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Paula Van Dyke
Janet Brunsting
(712)- 722-0008

In the Centre Mall
Custom Perms
Color
Haircuts

Nails
Tanning

"Your bathroom is so
big, you could
play Twister

init."--

tures depicting
a humid climate.
"We made a
ceremony out
of it!"
-- Professor
Eigenbrood
when discussing he and
his wife's plans
to have a baby
in Psyc 205.
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Dutch Language

and Literature

Dutch Art and Architecture

• umn. Keep those ••
• quotes coming in!
..
• Send quotes to:
•

•
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Dutch Culture and Society
European

Business

History of the Low Countries
Studio An
Individual

Studies

For further information

contact:

Dr. K.J. Boot, Director
Netherlandic-SPICE
Dordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
Call collect (712) 722-6263
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Plan

Dordt graduate Dan Sonke propo
As an
Independent studies
project last semester.
then Senior Dan
Sonke made a study
of more environmentally sound alternative to the muchhyped Campus Plan
2000. Though Sonke :
has graduated. his
ideas remain to challenge us as we consider the upcoming
facelift of the campus.
Education of
Stewardship in the
Dordt Campus
~ Jenn Oyk6

''. . . If we are to expect. Sonke's
students to value the
creation and learn to steward it. we must design and
manage our campuses to
educate students to live
with and care for the creation,
A campus is not only
a school but also a home to
students for nine months
out of the year. It is also
the workplace and social
center for many of them
during the same period. A
campus design must reflect
these varied functions.
Of course the major
purpose for a college is
education. but too often
when facilities for education are designed. it is
assumed that all learning
will take place within four
walls. and that any four
walls will be sufficient.
Even most educators agree
that most learning takes
place outside of the class- _

plan calls for less of this·-cars, ashphalt, pollutants ...

or roads rather than the
room. A campus design
stewardship of existing
must utilize the landscape
landscape features and the
as the principle tool of
stewardship education. Not reforming of creation in the
only the lectures of the col- landscape. The plan calls
for existing
lege. but also
trees to be
the structure of "... If weare to
removed for
the college itself
expect
students
to
buildings or
should teach
parking lots
students and
value the creation
rather than
community that
and
learn
to
stewdesigning
their work.
around them.
recreation and
ard it, we must
The
replacehome life can
design
and
manage
ment landscape
and must be
suggested by
carried out with our campuses to
respect for the
educate students to the plan corrststs of lawn.
creation.
five with and care
parking lots .
. . .Dordt
and geometric
College is in the for the creation."
avenues of unimidst of a planning campaign looking for a form trees standing like
man-made statues rather
campus design to carry us
than creatures.
unto the next century.
Nevertheless. the master
A Stewardly Alternative
plan has focused on creatA stewardly campus
ing buildings. parking lots

t ,

"

"
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would have the following characteristics: First. it should
not require the
inputs of fossil fuels
for matntatnance, fertilization. pest control
or irrigation. The
landscape of Dordt
College is dominated
by lawn. Each week
25 hours are spent
mowing this lawn ....
This is an enormous
investment in fossil
fuel that has little to
no payback. yet the
practice of lawn
planting has seldom
been challenged as
non-stewardly ... This
practice creates large
amounts of air pollution as well. because lawn
tractors or mowers have
small engines and no emission controls. they emit far
more pollution per gallon
than does an automobile.
The California Air
Resources Board estimates
that one hour of mowing
emits pollution equivalent
to drtving an automobile
350 miles ... Is is even
possible to plant lawns
which require little or no
mowing. though they may
not have the quite the manicured look-that American
society generally demands.
Buffalo grass. for instance.
is a grass species native to
the bloregton of northwest
Iowa and grows only a few
inches tall.
Second. a stewardly
campus should reflect the
natural history of the

,,
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a greener, friendlier alternative
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region, i.e. the actual campus should contain native
vegetation and animal life
to a large extent, Except in
the existing prairie restoration plot, which does not
appear on the official campus master plan, there are
very few native species on
Dordt's campus. There are
over 70 species of trees
native to Iowa, but only 13
appear on Dordt;'s campus,
while most commonly
planted trees on campus
are not natives, , ,
Third. the campus
should contain high biodiversity, by meeting food.
water. shelter and space
requirements. teaching students that the home or
business landscape need
not be limited to the typical
lawns. foundation
shrubs. bedding
plants and street
trees of suburban
North America ...

rather than designing their
construction to fit existing
landforms. On the official-

campus.

T'h.
•iere are over 70' species

Fifth, the campus
should have
a.,t diversity
of

trees native to Iowa but only
,
thirteen appear on Dordt's
.
campus, while most comman Iy p Ian t e d t rees on cam. pUS are not natives. . . .
campus plan this can be
seen in the suggestion to
create a circular parking
lot around the Commons,
through what is now used
by botany students as an
arboretum and in the suggestion to place buildings
and parking lots in the
drainage ares south of

Fourth, construction should take
advantage of natural
landforms whenever
possible. rather than
requiring unnecessary and undesirable
manipulation of landforms by heavy
machinery. In order
to arrange buildings.
roads and parking
lots in geometric patterns that only make
sense when seen from
a helicopter. campus
designers like to bulldoze sites and make
-.o,u
land fit their designs. ..lind more of

landscapes.

proper human
uses of the ereation in addition to a high
diversity of
wildlife uses.
Not only should

the classroom
spaces educate,
but the landscape spaces as well should
educate students an community about the diversity
of creation and the rhythms
or cycles of ecology. Many
campuses are know worldwide for their arboretums,
which provide not only and
aesthetic but also an educational dimension to their

Sixth, the campus
should minimize pavement
in favor of vegetation, especially when the pavement
encourages use of automobiles rather than stewardly
transportation ... [lengthy
discussion of parking problems]
Seventh, and lastly. a
stewardly campus must
deal with the waste it creates. This goes beyond
merely recycling paper.
cans and bottles. Many
campuses already compost
their food waste into a beneficial soil component,
rather than sending it to a
landfill. ..
What does our landscape teach visitors? Does
it exhibit a love and
concern for the goodness of the Lord's
creation: a worldview
in which humans
assume their proper
role in learning about
and caring for other
creatures? Or does it
tell our visitors that
at Dordt, as in suburbia. the only civilized
landscape is carpeted
with lawn and things
grown in rows? Do we
know how to live in
proper relationship to
the creatures, or is
the creation a wilderness which needs to
be preserved. but
only in plots beyond
the margins of
human residence?

the nlltuml pmlfie nlltlve to the region.

,
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In a Itttle town south ,fact that
the poor are'
of the equator. a,baby Is,exy- '"blessed.'
according
to
ing. He's not crying for' his .Matthew 5. And' while the
mother. nor because he has range of theology spans from
Just wet his diaper, He's exy- radical Marxlst communism
ing because no one has fed' to gentle encouragement of a
him for three and a half days. stagnant Catholic church. one
His mother Iies next to him. poInt Is clear: the Gospel has
broken by the "powers that implications for the way I live
be" whose heavy iron tank- my lifetoday.
treads happened to "be" sitIf you have been at
ling on her skull. The powers Dordt for a while, you have
that be decided she was not to figured out, that using "the
be. And there was no ques- radical Implications of the
tion.·',
gospel' in a research paper
Except 'the' baby's
will probably score you above
non-understanding cxy.
a 75. In our statement of purThe reality of such a pose, we say'we are "prepar-,
situation remains an amblgui- Ing Kingdom servants." i?ut '
ty to most 'of us sltt\lJgin a 67 after a few converS1'tionswith
degree, 2.5 mlIlion dollar; friends, 'and a few classes
flowerlaced campus, drinking where nose-picking seems' a
Our hot chocolate and throw- pre-requisite, I wonder if we
ingfoodateachotherbecause
had better adopt aidifferent
we are bored at meal.time.' slogan chUd.
Bu t the reality beckons an
At the collegiate level,
answer. Webeg the question.
we are no longer:children. ' We
Within this oppresstve, cometo Dordt, usually, at age
context, theolOgian;; within· 18, the age where everY<,XlIl. '
and wirhout the C<j,tholic ,victed felon Understands he is
church have been proposing a an adult. We live on our own,
different
focus for the out from under our parenta'
Christian community. Since immediate Wingand we develthe Catholic church held op relationships with peers
Vatican n in 1968, theolo- who have hopefully grown
glans In Latin and South
beyond the "I like your hair'
America have been arguing for topical conversations. We are
the "Iiberattve" side of the a part of the world.
gospel. TIley clalro that Jesus
Yet. the admtnrstradid not only come to save the lion sees its task as "preparworld from sin, bur'to liberate ing Kingdom servante." 1
the oppressed, the majority of would like to know where we
which are the masses living, ever really get a chance to
under the thumb of mililarY "prepare'" for service. WhIle I
or totalitarian governments, realize the practical side to
These theologians point to the this coin, I also reallze that we

\

Varied
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are' all at a pOint
our lives
where we should be engaging
the world in Kingdomservice.
When I came to Dordi,
I thought I was coming to be
taught, The problem Is that I
was simply "being" taught.
But the peoplewho are getting
their $12.000 worth are peopie who have stepped up their
education to a point where
they are learning. when they
have taken ownership of an
idea, when they have served.
when they have engaged
themselves life. They 'have
lived In the "Present Reality,'
To read Is not to scan
pages, to see is not to look
passively. and to live is not
slml'lyto "be."That's no queslion.
.
The Liberation theologians'do have a point-the
gospel has radical 'imphcatrons for the way I live today;
Through the 'anvil of experience, they have hammered'
out a world-Vie "wlnc.li ..
speaks to their present r:ealUy.
Justice Is not a key word for 'a
political science paper; it Is to
see that baby fed, and th"t
mother buried. and then to
see the militaxy giant felled.
The Implications of biblical
justice are as real as the
babies runny-down tears, and
his mother's sun-caked blood.
For you. the realt ty
may be harder to see. But if
all you are doing is serving
time until you can serve,
you're not living. Ufe's more
real than that.
' "
Tal Cardia

Does the devil make us do it?
When I was little, I
thought money was the root
of all evil. But then, I realIzed, I didn't always poke
my little sister in the eyes
for money.
So I went
through a brtef phase think·
ing that the Three Stooges
were the root of all evil.
Now that I am all
growed up, and consciously
thlilk about things like this.
I really want to know why
things are the way they are.
Sin, of course, Is the root of
all evil. But why Is there
.. ~ ."."
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"This was written by a
member of our staff who
wishes to remain anonymous.
It could have been written by

almost anyone on campus.
even you.*
J find myself wondering every once in a while how
I might be remembered by the

world. It's not that I think the
world as a whole will remember me at all. It's just that if

they were to. I wonder how
they would. I mean. I love to
write,
but
I'm
no
Shakespeare. I like to sing,
but I'm no Elvis. I like to
speak, but I'm no Billy
Graham, and try as I might,
I'm just not Jesus Chrtst.
In the middle of all
these thoughts I begin 10
wonder,

if someone

came

along who was exactly as
good as these people at exactly what these people did,
what would happen? I can
really only see two possibilities. One, people would forget
the first person almost com-

pletely. or two. people would
just barely notice the second.
So I guess

.H I were one of

those people. I still wouldn't
be remembered by the world.
Still. my voice inside

tells me that I don't really
want that kind of recognition.
I am not really that greedy. or
that fond of being watched by
the world. I guess I really
wonder how Individual people

I really want to know why
things are the way they are.

~r'
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man I literally bumped into at
church who asked me where I
lived and who my parents
were, and neve~ spoke to me
again. I wonder about the
person I prayed with at a concert once. and then she went

to her college, and I to mine.
These are the people I think
about when I lie down at
night, or when I'm sitting in
front of a word processor at I
a.rn. in the morning with
infinitely
more important
things to do, and I wonder if
somewhere out there. one of
them is thinking about me.

So then the voice
inside my head asks. "Well,
how do you want them to
remember you?" and it makes
me stop to wonder what there

is about me that

I

like so

much I want others to notice
it and remember me. I begin

to think of my closest friends.
When I think of them I think '
of some I .haven't seen since

high school graduation In
1992 and I just know that if
one of them called me up this
minute

and

asked

me for

something I had, I would give
It without even asking why
they needed It. because they
are my friends. I guess that's
the thing I like about me. I
believe that there is absolutely nothing In the world more
important than a friend.
Whenever I say something like that, I picture
someone sticking their nose

will remember me. I mean my

in my face and asking with a

family I can pretty much
guess at, but I wonder about
all those people you meet In
college, but never really get to
know. I wonder abou t the

moronic

Is Sir Lucifer thinking? Does of Job. I don't know why he
he derive some sick sort of enjoys the suffering
of
pleasure from seeing people Rwanda and the strife in
suffer, like my little sister
Haiti. I don't know why he
does when she swings "cute comes In my room at night
sin? Under the pressures of widdle musstes" around her and bashes up my alarm
Satan.
Adam and Eve head by the tail until they clock. But I do know that he
scream? Or is it merely the , Is very real, and he would
munched on the forbidden
deviI's
chosen occupation to love nothing better than to
fruit-the
first sin. After
wreak
chaos
upon the earth personally Induct each and
this the thorns grew and
labor pains hurt lots. Yeah, so he doesn't have to go on everYone of us Into his personal domain,
If anyone of you Is
haVing trouble at any time
believing In the existence of
God, try looking at It from
the negative point of view
we all know this part of the welfare? Perhaps hell has a for a moment. The devil Is
poised In the shadows, waitstory. But can anyone tell really crappy civil service
program
anyway.
Ing to strtke at any time you
me why the Devil does what
1
don't
know
why
let your guard down, I don't
he does? Why did he do
what he did? What exactly Satan oversaw the suffertng believe 111ever doubt again.

Voices

by Jeremy Huygen
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accent

as thick as

their heads stuff like. "What
about food and water? What
about

your

mommy

and

daddy? What about Jesus
and God?" I believe that -anyone who does that has not
thought of or had enough of
those stx things lately. I have
a really good friend who
would willingly give me food
and water when I ask, who I
have told more to than my
mommy and daddy, and His
name Is Jesus and He Is God.
When I am gone, I
would like someone to walk
through a cemetery on a
bright, sunny and cool day
and see a headstone that
reads, "Here lies a man who
would do anything for a
frtend," J know of no greater
legacy I could have, Thank
you God, for being my frtend,
Andrew S. Trent
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Annual fall pops program emphasizes Disney theme

I

Seplemb'er

29,1994

by Kendra Van Duyn
ed was from the movie
Dordt College's Band and
Fantasia, the first animated
Chamber 'Orchestra,
decked
Disney movie in color. At the
out in various Disney cartoon
conclusion
of Fantasia,
characters apparel, performed
Schuttinga invited the crowd
their annual fall concert on to join in however
they
the evening of Sept. 23 in the wished, by singing along, clapB.J.
Haan
Auditorium.
ping, or dancing. It's a Small
Thel994 Disney Pops Program
WorldjZip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah, a
featured theme music from
familiar song to most, folseveral Walt Disney films.
lowed.
Donning their assorted
The Chamber Orchestra,
hats,
which ranged
from
a group of fifteen musicians
Mickey Mouse ears to engineer
performed
three numbers
hats to Eric Kooi's joker's hat.
from recent Disney animated
the Band stsrted the evening
fllms as well. The first song
off with the Mickey Mouse was Under the Sea from The
March. To the surprise of the Little Mennaid, followed by the
audience,
the
Chamber
highlights from Beauty and
Orchestra members entered
the Beast and finally a selecfrom the back of the audttorttion from Aladdin..
urn playing their violins and
Then, the band played
violas and shaking hands with three songs from the recent
the audience.
blockbuster
animated film,
Following the first numTIle Lion King, which included
ber the Master of Ceremonies
'This Land, Circle oj Life and I
Andy Schuttinga,
welcomed
Just Can't Wait To Be King.
the crowd and introduced the The concluding piece of the
director
of the Band and
evening stsrted with the entire
Chamber Orchestra,
Henry
band and Chamber Orchestra
Duttman, who was c~l!fa!l:dUiiniA.o~~~!il~·n.~g
h cho us to the
bow tie and Goofy Hat.
Mkkey MouseMarch and then
The second piece presentthe
Chamber
Orchestra

marched out while the Band
played.
Following the concert,
parents
of band member,
Bethany
Baker, Virg and
Esther Baker, commented "It
(the concert)
was great!
Everyone was in good spirits."
Rhonda Terpstra, a soph-:
more from Indiana. said the
program was "awesome". She
liked the crowd participation
and the familiar Disney songs.
Freshman
Erin Vander
Schaaf also enjoyed it because
the Band
and
Chamber
Orchestra
played all of her
favorite Disney music.
As for the band members,
it was apparent
from the
smiles on their faces that they
enjoyed it as well. In passing.
Sarah Elenbaas, junior french
hornist, remarked that not
only did the crowd like it but it
was fun for them to perform.
The Band and Chamber
Orchestra prepared for this
concert since classes began in
the beginning of September.
Ftrs
y: ~
'!{ld member
Jamey Clapp .frorn Volga,
South Dakota, said that he

Dirk Zwart

Doctor Duitman displays the degree of Whimsy neeessary to lead the band in the Mickey Mouse March.
was impressed
with how
quickly the student musicians
were able to get something
prepared.
This was his first

concert. he said that he has
really enjoycd working with
this good group and he enjoys
performing with them.

Play
by Heather Gregg
"It's a great pick-me-up in
the middle of the week." says
sophomore Heide Jacobs of
the praise and worship time
each Wednesday night in the
SUB. This opportunity to gather with other believers for fellowship and celebration is new
at Dordt,
According
to Newton
Trowbridge, an East Campus
Ra who oversee this programs, the idea for something
like this has been around for
several years.
Dean Nick
Kroeze said he, wanted something in the SUB to reach all
kinds of different people - a
social time, but also a time for
growth.
"A lot of this is justto provide for people to have a good
time," said Trowbridge.
He
hopes to get many different
students involved. Intervarsity
will lead every other week. and
a variety of groups will direct
on those Wednesdays
that
Intervarsity does not lead.
Trowbridge said the time
"isn't exactly how I want it to
be- it's still forming. I waqt it
to be lighter, more accessible."
Each week will be differ-

en t ,
said
Trowbridge.
Sometimes you may think the
singing is too fast. sometimes
to slow. sometimes too deep.
You may think a song
is
repeated too many times. or
you may wish to sing it once
more.
Students
who come do
not have to stay for the entire
hour-it
is come and go as
you please. If you want to walk
around, stand and not sing,
clap, play an instrument,
dance.
that's
okay,
said
Trowbridge. "We want to breed
an atmosphere
that's open
and
understanding,"
he
explains.
People enjoyed the time
for many different reasons.
"You get to sing and you get to
forget about all the other
things you have to do," says
Sophomore
Lisa Johnson.
Robb VanderstoeL
a freshman, likes the variety of music
that is sung.
Trowbridge says it is taking time to adjust to the sound
system in the SUB. He appreciates, though, the help he has
gotten from Jim Vogel with the
equipment. And he ·is pleased
that the staging can be used

Janeen Wassink

Using voices, electric and
acoustic guitars, and
drums students lead student in praise.
every week.
Be sure to be there next
Wednesday to see for yourself
what this is all about. "Come
not only with your voice to
praise God: come with anything
you
have,"
says
Trowbridge.
Contact him if
you are interested in playing
with the leading group. And
don't forget your Dordt mugcookies and punch will be
served afterward.

audience more than the traditional setting would.
The costumes
for the
play range from cowboy outfits,' to all-grey, loose-fitting
clothes for the lunatics, to
slinky,
green-sequined
dresses for the Woman in
Green and the other trolls.
Wardrobe Mistress Shirley
Matheis
said
that
her
biggest
challenge
is not
making the cost umes , but
keeping the 92 characters
straight.
She has detailed
computer printouts of what
costumes go with whom in
what scenes.
Set designer and director John
Hofland
also
emphasized
the magnitude
of the production.
The set
had to be able to portray the
indoors.
the
outdoors.
ships. deserts. mountains,
marshes.
and a cave for
when Peer meets the trolls.
Hofland wanted the set to
portray "the feeling of the
vastness of the story."
The main piece of the
set used to help visualize all
these
places
-is 'a ramp
which can' be raised. low-

ered, and moved to fit the
surrounding
scenery
and
setting. When Peer goes to
the Troll Kingdom. Hofland
used ideas he got from the
"Wheel of Fortune"
set to
make
a glittcry,
glitzy
Hollywood-like environment.
Du Toil said, "I love the
play. It's one of the top
three plays of epic drama in
Western Culture." His other
two choices are "Hamlet"
and "Faust."
Ornee. who plays four
parts herself, including
a
Las Vegas show girl and a
lunatic. added, "I wouldn't
say irs a story about finding
true love. I'd say it's about
finding truth.
It's definitely
going to be different
and
maybe a little controversial.
It's definitely
going to be
showy."
Du Toit said he hopes
the audience will really be
able to understand the play.
I think this it's going to be a
very pretty play. I want the
audience
to sit back and
say, 'No way! How did you
do that!"
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Dordt volleyball moves to 10 - 6
by Heather Gregg
The Lady Defenders continue to play well after a fairly strong start. The team's 53 record over the past two
weeks brings the season
record to a respectable 10-6.

Last
Friday
and
Saturday the Lady Defenders
were in Sioux City for the
Iowa Classic Tournament.
The team was 2-2 in the
tournament.
a record that
was not good enough to get
Dordt 3 Dakota Wesleyan 0 them out of pool play.
Dordt's first match was
against
Northwestern,
who
On Sept. 16 the Lady
won the tournament.
Dordt
Defenders
faced
Dakota
got off to a great run, said
Wesleyan. "After practicing
Ttmmermans. but then there
four straight
days," said
was a break in momentum.
Coach Patty Timmermans,
"the team was really ready for "We probably doubted ourselves then and they crept
a match. They showed that.
back in and got us 2-0," said
winning 3-0.
Timmennans.
Outsided
hitter
Terri
Their
second
match
Poppema and middle hitter
Friday.
which
Dordt
won
2-0,
Kristi Hofland both played
very well in the match. Each was with Grandview. Some of
the highlights in that match
of them posted some high
were Terri Poppema's II for
states in multiple categories.
II serving and SR back row
Setter Jane Vos did her part,
specialist Leslie Hellinga's II
adding 33 assists.
digs.
Saturday's
first match
Dordt 3 Mt. Marty 0
was against Mt. Marty. Of the
2-1 loss Timmermans said.
Dord t traveled
to Mt.
"They blocked us very well.
Marty
on
Sept.
20.
We
didn't respond to that
Timmermans
was pleased
well enough."
that some subs got a chance
Against Mt. Marty, KIisti
to play in the 3-0 win.
Hofland led the team with 7
In that
match,
Joy
kills. Following
her. were
Veenstra,
Corinna Vander
Corinna
Vander
Woude
and
Woude and Terri Poppema
combined for 18 kills, with Joy Veenstra, who each had
6.
Tammi Van Kley and Kristi
In their final tournament
Hofland adding 5 apiece.
match, Dordt bounced back
to defeat Mt. St. Clare 2-0.
Iowa Classic

I'

I'

Janeen WaSSinK

Junior back row specialist, Sue Dykstra serves
against Morningside.

Cross country teams push on
Team competes in Minnesota and South Dakota
By Charles Van Drunen
Turkey Day Road Race
On
Saturday.
Septcmber 17. the women's
and men's Cross Country
teams combined into co-ed
sub -tearns and managed a
second place finish in the
group
standings
at the
Turkey
Day road race in
Worthington.
Minnesota.
The Turkey Run is a 10K
race that starts
in downtown Worthington and then
goes around Lake Okabena
to finish once again downtown. It is a unique
race
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where many of Worthington
residents
use their boom
boxes and stereos to blast
runners with thetr favorite
music.
In the words
of
Aaron Fopma, "it was really
rad."
Sioux
Falls
College
Invitational
The following Saturday.
September
24. both teams
once again went out of state
to compete at Sioux Falls
College. Running
against
Buena Vista, Dakota State.
Dakota Wesleyan.
Mount
Mar ty -Coll cgc . and North
-i6'#
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Western,
the men's team
placed 6th, only topping
Dakota Wesleyan.
Strong
performers were Freshman
Matt Oostra, placing 25th.
Todd Skemper placing 32nd,
and Chad Van Ginkel, one
second behind Todd in 33rd.
In the women's
race
Dordt took third. Only North
Western and Sioux Falls college had complete teams to
compete against
the lady
Defenders.' Sonja' Jongsma
ran in secondz.nd place for
half of the race. but then
carne on and won the race
by' a comfortable
30 sec' •• '

Timmermans
thought that
match displayed
a better
team effort than previous
ones.
Leading that team effort
were Corinna Vander Woude.
Jane Vos and Sue Dykstra.
The three combined for some
impressive all-around stats.
Morningside

3 Dordt 0

Dnr dfs
opponent
on
Sept. 27 was Morningside,
one of the few NCAA Division
II teams they played this season. Though
Dordt came
away with a 3-0 loss, Coach
Timmermans was optimistic
about playing such a strong
team. "It's a benefit."
she
said. "It will help in the long
run,"

Timmermans
was
pleased with the blocking
against a team with so many
strong hitters. Joy Veenstra
led in that category with 6.
Corinna Vander Woude,
with her 14 kills and 26 for
27 serve reception,
had a
very strong match. Jane Vos
had 29 assists and went 17
for 17 serving, doing her part
in the effort.
After a 15-7 loss in the
first game. the Defenders
played hard and came close,
losing by just 2 points in the
second game and by 3 points
in the third.

:Hull becomes~
~COfi~.g'le~der

~~to~~

mlIMl.elc;ler'
Chris Hull
,...~ .
beci.m.etheSchool's all-time·
onds.
Others high in the
leading goal scorer.' Hull surpack were Shannon De Wit
P"!'sed .the mark of 63 career
and April Meuzelaar.
~oals held by Tim D<;Groot; ;
Next Saturday
Sonja
.' . Hulrscored twpgoals
will have stiffer competition
in the ?illsbury game, giving:
when she battles top North
him 65 career goals, .He later
Western runner, Kay Palls,
scored a goal in both the·'... .
who beat
Sonja
at the
Northwestern and Concordia'
Turkey 10k, but was injured
games. bringing his ever .
for the shorter
and more
escalating goal total to 67. ..
competitive
Sioux
Falls
By the end of the seaCollege 5k. Both teams will
son. Hull's record may
go to Madison.
South
approach 80 goals.
:
Dakota (it's about twice as
Hull also broke the sinfar away as Sioux Falls) next
gle season scoling record
Saturday
to compete once
when he was just a freshagain.
man. He led a stacked Dordt
lineup with 29 goals.
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Dordt wins three out of four

Fall SP Q rt s
Schedules

By David Huffman
Concordia

I, Dordt 0

The
Dord t soccer
team suffered a heart breaking loss as they went down in
double overtime by a score of
1-0 at Concordia. Neb.
\,
From a statistical
standpoint it would look like
an easy win, as the defenders
out shot their
Nebraska
counterparts
by a whooping
28 -I margin.
Unfortanitly
for Dordt that one shot by
Concordia was the game winner.
It came at the 9:38
mark of the second overtime.
leaving the defenders grasp'
ing for answers. "I though t
we played well. but the shots
just didn't fall for us," said
coach Bill Elgersma
whlle
thinking back on the defeat,
'what happened to us is what
happened
to Briar
Cliff
against us, but that's soccer",
Overall. Dordt played
one of their best games of the
season. .featuring some-great
prdtJm.ccer. playet:s celebrate-a goal against
passing and defense.
The
Concordia.
loss is the first of this young
. season for Dordt , one that
now leaves them 3 and 0 in Dordt 4. Concordia 0
will not be forgotten easily.
conference play.
Dordt 6, Pillsbury

0

The
Dordt
Soccer
team won their third game of
the year at Pillsbury, in a lopsided 6-0 win.
Dordt came out sluggishly but were able to put
up a couple of first half goals.
which gave them in early 2-0
lead. The second half was a
different
story
as
the
Defenders came out playing
aggressive
soccer leading
them to score four second
half goals and cruise to an
easy 6-0 win.
"It seems to be a habit this
year," said coach Elgersma of
his teams first half starts.
"the first half we come out
tentative. and the second half
we come out more and play
much better soccer".
Chris Hull had the big
game for Dordt with 3 assist
and 2 goals, he was aided by
Erek Van RJessen who had 2
goals and 2 assist.
Goals
were also added by Tony
Lo u ter s , and Aaron Imeg,
with an assist
by Micah
Schreurs.
The win was especially big for Dordt as it was a
conference
game, the win
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The
Do r-dt soccer
Dordt 2, Northwestern
0
team won their fifth game of
the year Tuesday, as
The
Dordt
soccer
they defeated
Concordia,
team got off to a slow start
College of St. Paul by a score
Saturday.
but managed to of 4-0 at Dordt Field.
score a couple of goals in the
The defenders played
second half as they posted a tough throughout
as they
2-0 against Northwestern of had no problem no problem
St. Paul at Dordt field.
in beating their opponents
With revenge on their
from the north. The defendminds, after they were beaten
ers were off and rolling in the
2-1
last
s ea son
at
first half with a penalty kick
Northwestern, the Dor'dt csoc- goal by senior Chris Hull. He ,
cer team played a sluggish
was then followed 'by an
first half, but regrouped at unassisted
goal by sophohalf time and came out with more Dan Oppeneer.
That
all . guns
firing
as' they
made the score 2~O where it
avenged last seasons defeat.
stayed till Halftime. The secThe first of two goals
ond half was more of the
was scored by senior Chris
same
as freshman
Tom
Hull at the 30 minute mark
Roozeboom
made a great
of the second half, as he
centering
kicked one in off a corner
pass to another
freshman
kick situation. He was assistAaron Imtg who put it in to
ed on the play by sophomore
make the score 3-0. Just
Dan Oppeneer.
The second
minutes later Senior Scott
goal came just 10 minutes
Mahinney scored the capper.
later
as
senior
Scott
as Dordt went on for the easy
Mahinney assisted freshman
win.
Erek Van RJessen who scored
Dordt will play their
with a group of Northwestern
next game at home against
defenders around him. After Teikyo Westmar
as Dordt
the second
goal Do rdts fJeld.
defense tightened
up, and
.Northwestcrn
was never
heard from again.
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Soccer
sept.
sept,
Sept.

7
13
17
sept •. 20
sept. ,24
Sept. 27
Sept. ,29
Oct.
I
Oct.
6
Oct. ',7
Oct. ,8
Oct.
14
Oct.
15
Oct.
18
Oct.
21

Oct.

22

Oct.·

29

1994

Dordt 3
Dordt5
Concordia, Neb. 1
Dordt 6'
Dordt 2
Dordt 4
Teikyo Westmar
North Central
Grand View
Clarke, .
Lams
Concordia, Minn.
Northwestern, Minn.
Briar Cliff
Wartburg
Pillsbury
Nebraska Wesleyan

Briar Cliff 2 lOT)
North Central 0
Dordt 0
PIllsbury 0
Northwestern,
MN Q
Concordia. MN O.
home
'away
away
away :~
away
away
away
away
home
home
away

Cross Country 1994
Women
9

Dordt Meet

1st

~~"'"'"'t;.;;7
..' _~Tp;;ur~y
,24
I
15
21
29

5
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct
Oct.

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

9
17

24
I

15
21
29
5

Meet
SioweFalls College
Dakota' State Meet
Mt. Marty
Buena Vls\:<l.
Meet
Road
Midwest Regtonals

Race

Srd
Madison, S.D.
Yankton, S.D.
Storm Lake, Iowa
Sioux Falls, S.D.
Davenport, Iowa

Men
DordtMeet
Turkey Day Meet
Siowe Falls College
Dakota State Meet
Mt. Marty
Buena Vista Meet
Road Race
Midwest Regtonals

3rd
6th
Madison, S.D.
Yankton. S.D.
Storm Lake, Iowa
Sioux Falls: S.D.
Davenport. Iowa

Volleyball 1994
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept,
Sept.
Sept.

Dordt 2
Dordt 2
Dordt 2
Hastings 2
Dordt 2
Westmont 2
6
Dordt 2
S
Northwestern
10
Dordt 3
Dordt 3
16
20
Dordt S
22,24 Iowa Classic

&ep(

27

Oct.

2
2
2
S
S
3

3

Nova Southeast I"
Mt. Marty 0
Midland Lutheran 0
DordtO
Southwest State 0
Dordt 1 '
Teikyo Westmar 0
Dordt 0
Briar Cliff 1
Dakota Wesleyan 0
Mt, Mercy 0
2·2
DordtO
away
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Students find different ways to serve in Eastern Europe
By Marla Kamerman
While the rest of us
returned to swlmming pools
and summer jobs, concert
choir members prepared for
their first European tour.
They left May 9, and stayed
for two weeks, singing at
Reformed churches in
Hungary, Romania, the
Ukraine, and the
Netherlands.
In Romania and the
Ukraine, the concert choir
glimpsed industrious People
stricken by true poverty.
They toiled in the fields. not
with tractors and machinery.
but with oxen and hand
tools. During their day in the
Ukraine. they distributed
care packages prepared by
the Sioux Center community.
which contained clothes,
toys. medicine. and peanut
butter. Still" but the unforgettable children there made
choir members wlsh they had
infinitely more to give.
During the afternoons,
choir members got to shop.
and visit the ancient churches and castles. They
bartered with merchants selling handmade linen and lace.
and some got tea sets in
Romania for 13,000 lei (less
than $10.00). The expertence reinforced how wealthy
Amer-ica is in comparison.
and how much we take it for
granted.
This tour was not
intended to be a mission trip.
but it ministered to people
nonetheless. The smiles.
tears. letters. and prayers of
the people they met rewarded

,
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the choir more than payment
ever could have. The choir
grew closer throughout the
tour, not only It was a
chance to grow closer not
only to each other, but also
to people of other races.
Accompanist Laura Kuiper
recalls, 'The people in these
countries constantly thanked
us, but we all felt we should
be thanking them."
Maybe the most amazing
discovery was that peoples'
lives can touch and be
touched by people who do
not share a language. On
one memorable occasion in
Debrecen, Hungary, a group
of Hungarian young people
sat around the campfire with
concert choir members, and
spontaneously sang songs
back and forth, ·in English
and Hungarian.
Before they left, Mr.
Grotenhuis taught the choir
a special arrangement of
"How Firm A Foundation"
that ended with the
Hungarian national anthem.
Because that song had been
forbidden in Hungary for the
past four decades, it moved
the audience to stand up and
weep.
This trip proved that
humans do not need to speak
the same language in order
to communicate. A smile
could say volumes. When
the choir sang, the audience
rarely understood the words,
but the song still held meanmg. A translator introduced
the song and the text. and
the music itself provided the
most effective medium for

communication, particularly in the Dutch churches,
where the melodies of the old
hymns were familiar to everyone. Altogether. the choir
performed II concerts, and
agreed unanimously that
they would love to do it
again.
East of the choir, in
Nizhnynovgorod. Russia,
some Agriculture majors
experienced Russian farming.
They stayed from May 18 to
July 21. Their goal was to
introduce the farmers to
more efficient techniques,
but unlike American culture.
which promotes change and
novelty. the Russians emphasize tradition and the farmers
clung to old methods.
In addition. these farms
had not been private property
for long, and the owners had
little prior knowledge of prtvate farming. In January,
the government divided the
land and auctioned it off.
They then distributed property entitlements (rights to
equipment and buildings)
based on length of employment at a collective farm. An
average person might have
received about ten acres and
a tractor, obviously insufficient farming resources.
Together, many individuals
fanned a corporation of
about 2000 acres to farm
together. but this too closely
resembled the old farms to
make them realize that they
owned the land. To many
fanners it was just another
unsuccessful Soviet land
reform.

Because of these factors.
they had little motivation to
really improve the quality of
their work. Even if one person did, the others might
not. and the corporation is so
immense. that he could not
personally realize the benefits
of for his work, the wayan
American farmer could.
Their inefficiency limited
them more than their technology. Workers began at
8:30, worked until noon,
began again at 2:00. and
then quit at 5:30, whether or
not the planting was done.
As Henry Vande Voort commented. "Time is so critical in
farming that these short
working hours and other
wastes of time were very
costly to production." The
Russians certainly possess
the potential for industriousness. because their small prtvate.gardens thrive wlth vegetables for their families. but
they need tangible results to
motivate them motivation to
improve efficiency.
Kristin Kobes also had
an interesting summer. Wait
a minute, you may say. isn't
she from Sioux Center? Yes
- but she went to the
Ukraine, where she helped
five of Dordt's professors
teach English. They stayed
about three weeks. teaching
and leading Bible studies.
She noticed the old emblems
of communism only recently
remot-ed, like the hammer
and sickle. Some statues of
Lenin still stand.
After she finished teaching, Kristin's family Joined

her in Italy, She marvelled at
the rutns, the coliseum. the
Sistine chapel.
Michaelangelo's David and
Moses, and Vatican City, all
of which were new to her.
She spent her last
month in Aachen, Germany.
where she taught American
foreign exchange students
about German culture. She
lived with another girl in an
apartment, independent. and
able to visit London at will.
In conducting Bible
studies throughout the summer. 'She noticed marked attitude differences. Kristin
explained. "The Ukrantans,
accustomed to a stilled.
closed society. were surprisingly open to Christianity.
Though they did not simply
accept what I told them, they
were willing to listen and discuss their questions. The
American exchange students.
on the other hand. reacted
more narrow-rmndedly."
All three experiences
abroad reflect repercussions
of the fall of communism,
and they all introduced Dordt
students to new cultures.
Yet, each student who went
abroad this summer surely
realized what Gina Elgersma
did. "Everywhere you go people are people, wlth feelings.
emotions. and lives. Those
people live with what God
has given them. Americans
aren't the only ones who exist
and who are important.
There's a beautiful world over
there that we must notice,
because God is overthere,
too."

